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Kaipo 6 (Kaipo che)
Aim: Kaipo 6 is a strategy based board game where the players have to
collects 6 kites by cutting or by looting kites of other players.
The name Kaipo 6 (Kaipo che) derived from Gujarat a state in India where
kite flying is very famous and when people cut kite they say “Kaipo che”. In
Indian national language Hindi “che” means six. And in game to win a
player need to cut six kites so the name derived from there.
Game Play: Each players gets 4 kites of 2 types- one kite with one dot
which moves one step and another is with two dots which moves two
steps. Both of them moves in any direction. The game starts with one of
each type of kites on the board. They have to enter the area’s of other
players to loot kites. In reaching, he enters into the kite fight with other
players who also has the similar aim. Whoever collects 6 kites by looting or
cutting wins. The looted kites are marked by a star graphic on the kite. The
key point in the game is that one need to manage more then one kite at the
any point of time which makes them to think on strategy to win the game.
Number of Players: 4
Age Group: 10 years and Above
Material:
Board – graphical wooden board with Laser etched acrylic sheet on top.
Kites: 32 kites, 4 colours, 8 per colour, among 8 – 2 single doted kites, 2
double doted kites and 4 star kites.
Kite trays: 4 trays 1 per colour made of molded styrene sheet.
Size - 500 mm x 500 mm x 40 mm

